Landscape Painting
Supply List/ Oil and Acrylic

June Skalak, Instructor
Junska2@gmail.com

Starter paints*

**Suggested palette for oils and acrylics.**
Titanium white
Cadmium yellow medium
Lemon yellow
Yellow ochre
Cadmium red
Viridian (oil) Green Light or Phthalo Green (acrylic)
Raw umber
Ultramarine
Cobalt blue, or Prussian
Ivory Black (Mars Black)

(*4 basic colors are a minimum: white, red, blue and yellow. The above colors have a “warm” and “cool” color of each primary. For example, Cadmium Red (warm) and Alizarin Crimson (cool).... This palette is desirable but not necessary for starting out. Most art supply stores will have a basic set of paints for beginners.

Gesso, acrylic (matte) medium, or oil painters medium

Brushes: A variety of Bristle brushes, in fourth, half and one-inch sizes (approximately), several sizes of sable or synthetic sable brushes.
For oils: an odorless turpentine for thinning paint and cleaning brushes.
For acrylic: Small buckets or containers for water.

Palette: for mixing and keeping colors: a large cake pan or other surface with a fairly airtight cover-the bottom can be covered with wax paper or disposable paper palettes. Or an old plastic plate, paper plates that will fit in a large zip-lock type bag.

Canvas boards or stretched canvas, illustration board, or heavy watercolor paper

Optional: folding easel

Pencils, charcoal or marker pens

Sketch Book for working on composition ideas & notes

Places to shop: Online: jerrysartarama.com, dickblick.com, cheapjoes, com.

Near-by: Wal-Mart, Walls Alive (10% discounts for art class students), W&M bookstore, and Michaels.

Bring photos or sketches of landscapes that are of interest to you as a beginning painting.